Programmed chloroplast destruction during leaf senescence involves 13-lipoxygenase (13-LOX)
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Programmed chloroplast destruction during leaf senescence occurs as a natural or induced process, leading to the degradation of chloroplasts. The 13-lipoxygenase (13-LOX) pathway plays a key role in this process by catalyzing the oxygenation of unsaturated membrane fatty acids, leading to the selective destruction of the chloroplast. This process is critical for the transportation of carbon and nitrogen, ensuring the survival of the plant during senescence.

**Leaf senescence** is the terminal stage in the development of perennial plants. Massive physiological changes occur that lead to the shut down of photosynthesis and a cessation of growth. Leaf senescence involves the selective destruction of the chloroplast as the site of photosynthesis. Here, we show that 13-lipoxygenase (13-LOX) accomplishes a key role in the destruction of chloroplasts in senescing plants and propose a critical role of its NH₂-terminal chloroplast transit peptide. The 13-LOX enzyme identified here accumulated in the plastid envelope and catalyzed the dioxygenation of unsaturated membrane fatty acids, leading to a selective destruction of the chloroplast and the release of stromal constituents. Because 13-LOX pathway products comprise compounds involved in insect deterrence and pathogen defense (volatile aldehydes and oxylipins), a mechanism of unmonitored nitrogen and carbon relocation is suggested that occurs from leaves to seeds and roots during fall.

Despite considerable progress made over the last few years, little is still known about the molecular mechanism governing plant senescence. Up-regulation of thousands of different genes has been reported (1–3). These so-called senescence-associated genes (SAGs) encode components active in signal perception, transduction, and execution, as well as hormone homeostasis (1–3). Genetic and biochemical studies identified several receptor-like kinases, MAP kinase cascades, as well as NAC and WRKY transcription factors as regulating the senescence program (4, 5).

During leaf senescence, chloroplasts as sites of photosynthesis undergo massive destruction and finally collapse. Symptoms similar to those observed during natural senescence can be induced by treating leaf tissues with jasmonic acid (JA) and its methyl ester, methyl jasmonate (MeJA), which are widespread plant cyclopentenone compounds with similarities to prostaglandins (see ref. 6 for review). During natural and MeJA-induced senescence, common decreases in the photosynthetic capacity and chlorophyll content have been observed (1–3). Carbon and nitrogen relocation is of fundamental importance for seed filling, and thus mass degradation of photosynthetic constituents needs to be tightly controlled in time and space (7, 8). In fact, more than one billion tons of chlorophyll, coming from the disassembled photosynthetic apparatus, needs to be turned over every year (9). Similarly, the key enzyme of photosynthesis, ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (RuBisCo), has to be degraded (10). Turnover of these key macromolecules is thought to proceed through a tight interaction between senescing chloroplasts, the cytosol, and lytic vacuoles. Several stromal proteases are implicated in the early steps of RuBisCo breakdown (11–13). Degradation of chlorophyll involves numerous, well-characterized steps and involves plastid and nonplastid reactions (14). Lytic vacuoles have been implicated in chloroplast breakdown and autophagy is supposed to provide a major step in final chloroplast dispersal (see ref. 15 for review).

The question of how the initial steps of chloroplast breakdown may proceed has not been answered yet. Previous work suggested some leakage of plastid constituents from senescing chloroplasts (see ref. 16 for review). In the present study, we provide evidence for a mechanism of controlled chloroplast destruction that involves a 13-lipoxygenase (13-LOX), the molecular properties of which match perfectly those of an enzyme attacking unsaturated membrane fatty acids of the plastid envelope and thereby introducing holes for mass export of stromal constituents. The expression and localization of 13-LOX explain how the chloroplast compartment is deconstructed in naturally senescing plants and in plants senescing artificially as a result of MeJA treatment. Structural modeling of 13-LOX provides insights into the molecular mechanisms underlying membrane dispersal.

### Results

**Chloroplast Destruction During Natural and MeJA-Induced Leaf Senescence.** Barley was used as a model to study natural and artificially induced, MeJA-triggered leaf senescence. Electron microscopy of ultrathin leaf sections of naturally senescing and artificially senescing, MeJA-treated plants revealed similar decreases to occur in the number and size of chloroplasts per cell as well as massive changes in chloroplast ultrastructure. A hallmark event in the life cycle of chloroplasts involves the selective destruction of the chloroplast as part of the process of leaf senescence. This process is associated with the expression and localization of 13-lipoxygenase (13-LOX) proteins. The 13-LOX enzyme catalyzes the oxygenation of unsaturated membrane fatty acids, leading to the selective destruction of the chloroplast and the release of stromal constituents. The expression and localization of 13-LOX explain how the chloroplast compartment is deconstructed in naturally senescing plants and in plants senescing artificially as a result of MeJA treatment. Structural modeling of 13-LOX provides insights into the molecular mechanisms underlying membrane dispersal.

### Significance

Mammals including humans use highly specific pathways for tissue differentiation. One such pathway is operative in reticuloocytes and involves the programmed destruction of the cell’s organelar complement by 15-lipoxygenase (15-LOX), which oxygenates polyunsaturated membrane fatty acids and provoke organelle leakage. As we report here, plants make use of a similar LOX pathway to degrade their chloroplasts during leaf senescence. The enzyme involved is a 13-LOX with unique positional specificity and molecular terms. Because 15-LOX and 13-LOX pathway products likewise operate in biological defense, a mechanism of cross-kingdom conservation of pathway regulation and function was uncovered for multicellular eukaryotes.
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Structure, activity, expression, and localization of 13-LOX in chloroplasts. (Springer et al. | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1525747113) a St and Fig. A20), indeed, one enzyme was identified (21). The closest LOX2:Hv:1, henceforth designated tag completely b Fig. S2 C β and Fig. S3 accumulated in the plastid envelope. By searching public plastid senescing plants. Special emphasis was placed on LOX enzymes could contribute to the observed chloroplast dissolution in either case was the disintegration of thylakoids, which was accompanied by a mass exodus of plastoglobules to the cytosol, occurring through small holes appearing in the plastid envelope (Fig. 1 A and B). The entire process of programmed organelle destruction was reminiscent of that triggered by 15-LOX in mammalian cells. van Leyen et al. (17) reported on a 15-LOX (i) integrating into the limiting membranes of various cell organelles, including those of the endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus, peroxisomes, and mitochondria; (ii) introducing holes by catalyzing the regio- and stereospecific oxidation of arachidonic acid (ARA); and (iii) permitting the release of proteins from the organelle lumen and the access of proteases to both luminal and integral membrane proteins.

Identification and Characterization of Plastid Envelope 13-LOX. A database search was performed to identify lipoxygenases that could contribute to the observed chloroplast dissolution in senescing plants. Special emphasis was placed on LOX enzymes accumulating in the plastid envelope. By searching public plastid proteome databases (18–20), indeed, one enzyme was identified that is encoded by At3g45140 in Arabidopsis (21). The closest equivalent enzyme in barley was LOX2:Hv:1 (22). A search for similar amino acid sequences in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) using BLAST revealed that vegetative soybean (Glycine max) lipooxygenase VLX-B (PDB ID code 2IUJ) (23) showed the highest score (615 bits), with 60% amino acid similarity to the barley 13-LOX (Fig. S1), followed by LOX-3, VLX-D, and LOX-1, which are all from soybean, with scores of 607 (58%), 606 (58%), and 597 (58%) bits, respectively.

Catalytic Activity of 13-LOX. LOX2:Hv:1, henceforth designated barley 13-LOX, consists of an NH2-terminal chloroplast transit peptide (CTP), PLAT domain (eight stranded β-barrel), and catalytic domain (Fig. 2A). cDNAs were constructed for 13-LOX containing or lacking the predicted CTP (13-LOX and 13-LOX-DTP, respectively) and bearing either NH2-terminal or COOH-terminal (His)_6 tags. Protein was expressed in Escherichia coli, purified to apparent homogeneity by Ni-NTA agarose chromatography, and used for activity measurements (22–26). In fact, all lipoxygenases including mammalian 15-LOX and plant 13-LOX catalyze the stereo- and regio-specific dioxygenation of polyunsaturated membrane fatty acids containing a (Z)-1,4-pentadiene such as hexadecadienoic (linoleic) acid (LA), octadecatrienoic acid [linolenic acid (α-LeA)], as well as ARA (24) into the lipoxygenases’ respective 13(S)-hydroperoxy products. Pilot experiments showed that the presence of the COOH-terminal (His)_6 tag completely abolished the enzyme activity, as expected from the Fe-coordination role of carboxyl terminus in other LOX enzymes (Fig. S2). Therefore, all activity measurements were conducted with NH2-terminally (His)_6-tagged 13-LOX and 13-LOX-DTP enzymes. HPLC and GC-MS analyses used to identify and quantify the substrates and products of the 13-LOX reaction are shown in Fig. 2B and Fig. S2. Consistent with previous results (22, 26), 13-LOX converted α-LeA, LA, and, to a lesser extent, ARA into their respective 13(S)-hydroperoxy products (Fig. 2B and Fig. S2). Interestingly, the presence of the CTP significantly lowered 13-LOX activity on all tested substrates (Fig. S2).

Expression of 13-LOX During Natural and JA-Induced Leaf Senescence. If 13-LOX played a key role in programmed chloroplast destruction, it should be expressed in the plastid envelope of senescing chloroplasts. Indeed, strong 13-LOX signals were obtained in leaf extracts of naturally senescing and MeJA-treated plants (Fig. 2A, a and Fig. S3). Electron microscopy of freeze-fractured chloroplasts from MeJA-treated plants revealed the presence of immune-reactive 13-LOX signals at outer envelope exoplasmic faces (Fig. 2 C, b; OE-EF, yellow circles) and inner envelope protoplasmic faces (Fig. 2 C, b; IE-PF, green boxes; and Fig. S4). In organelle
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fraction studies, 13-LOX was detectable in the inner plastid envelope membrane (Fig. 2D).

**Role of 13-LOX in Programmed Chloroplast Destruction.** We next tested the binding of 13-LOX and 13-LOX-ΔTP to isolated chloroplasts. Sedimentation analyses were conducted essentially as described by van Leyen et al. (17). Equimolar amounts of [35S]methionine-labeled protein (Fig. 3A) were incubated with isolated chloroplasts, which had been prepared from 7-d-old freshly harvested barley plants and energy-depleted. Incubations were carried out either in the absence of Mg-ATP or in the presence of 0.1 mM Mg-ATP or 2.5 mM Mg-ATP. These Mg-ATP concentrations were used to distinguish between CTP-dependent binding of 13-LOX to the chloroplast (0.1 mM Mg-ATP) from translocation of 13-LOX across the envelope membranes and import into the inner envelope membrane (2.5 mM Mg-ATP). In addition, incubations were performed in the absence of Mg-ATP and Mg-GTP to detect whether a spontaneous binding of 13-LOX and 13-LOX-ΔTP to the lipid bilayers occurs through the PLAT and catalytic domains. After incubation, the plastids were collected by centrifugation, and the binding of 13-LOX and 13-LOX-ΔTP was determined (27).

Fig. 3B illustrates that 13-LOX and 13-LOX-ΔTP exhibited different plastid-binding capabilities. Whereas a significant fraction (ca. 35–40%) of added 13-LOX-ΔTP bound to the plastids under all tested conditions, binding of 13-LOX containing the CTP was energy-dependent and did not occur in the absence of Mg-ATP. In the presence of 0.1 mM Mg-ATP, ca. 75–80% of added precursor was recovered in a plastid-bound form (Fig. 3B). In addition, incubations of 2.5 mM Mg-ATP, a major fraction of 13-LOX was imported and converted into a smaller, mature-size ~100-kDa product that was resistant to added thermostatin (Fig. 3C). A protease that does not penetrate chloroplasts but degrades surface-exposed plastid envelope proteins (28). Activity measurements confirmed that the CTP partially blocked the catalytic activity of 13-LOX on α-LeA (Fig. 3D). Tests with n-propyl gallate (PG), a known LOX inhibitor (29), underscored the different roles of the catalytic domain and CTP in catalysis and membrane binding (Fig. 3D). Whereas the CTP is indispensable for the specific import of 13-LOX into the plastid envelope membranes and is removed, the catalytic and PLAT domains are needed for subsequent fatty acid binding and conversion. The imported, mature 13-LOX established larger complexes in the inner envelope membrane (Fig. 3E) and behaved as an integral membrane protein, as revealed by phase partitioning with Triton X-114 (Fig. 3F).

Thus far, the data suggested a crucial role of the CTP in regulating 13-LOX activity. To deepen this point, we expressed the CTP of 13-LOX comprising amino acids 1–47 in vitro, purified it, and carried out reconstitution experiments with the mature 13-LOX. CTP interactions with the mature 13-LOX were assessed by nondenaturing PAGE as well as activity measurements. Fig. 4A shows tight binding of the CTP to the mature 13-LOX, giving rise to a protein band that migrated identically to that of the full-length 13-LOX protein containing the covalently linked CTP. Activity measurements revealed a highly specific inhibition of 13-LOX activity by added 13-LOX CTP, while showing no effect of the CTP of the small subunit of RuBisCo (Fig. 4B). On the basis of these results, we concluded that the CTP of 13-LOX blocks the enzyme activity. It will be interesting to see whether the CTP-dependent inhibition of 13-LOX activity may also block the enzyme’s binding to mitochondria and other organelles.

Interestingly, changing polypeptide patterns were noted after prolonged incubations of chloroplasts containing imported and processed 13-LOX (Fig. 5A). Stromal proteins such as the large and small subunits of RuBisCo (RBCL and RBCS) were released into the supernatant obtained after sedimentation of chloroplasts containing imported 13-LOX. This effect was not attributable to a general solubilization of the outer and inner envelope membranes, as evidenced by the absence of membrane proteins, such as TOC75 and TIC110, as components of the standard protein import machinery of chloroplasts (30) and the thylakoid ATPase 52-kDa subunit in the supernatant of sedimented chloroplasts (Fig. 5A).
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**Fig. 3.** Binding and import of 13-LOX and 13-LOX-ΔTP to chloroplasts. (A) SDS/PAGE and autoradiography of [35S]Met-labeled 13-LOX and 13-LOX-ΔTP used for the binding and import assays. (B) Chloroplast binding of [35S]13-LOX and [35S]13-LOX-ΔTP at different Mg-ATP concentrations (in mM) tested in the presence (+) or absence (−) of n-propyl gallate (n-PG) as a LOX inhibitor. Light gray columns show precursor levels bound to resedimented chloroplasts, whereas white bars give mature [35S]protein levels after import. (C) Import of 106-kDa [35S]13-LOX (pLOX) and conversion into a smaller, ~100-kDa product (LOX) corresponding to [35S]13-LOX-ΔTP in chloroplasts at 2.5 mM Mg-ATP. Thi, thermostatin; TP, translation product. (D) Activity of bacterially expressed and purified 13-LOX and 13-LOX-ΔTP tested with α-LeA or n-PG. (E) Detection of higher-molecular-weight complexes containing [35S]13-LOX in the inner envelope membranes of barley chloroplasts after solubilization with 1.3% (vol/vol) decyl maltoside and nondenaturing PAGE. (F) Phase partitioning of imported and processed 13-LOX, as assessed with Triton X-114. After centrifugation of assays containing chloroplasts (+CP) or lacking chloroplasts (−CP), [35S]LOX was detected in the aqueous phase (A) and detergent phase (D) by SDS/PAGE and autoradiography.
Phase partitioning with Triton X-114 proved the membrane localization of TOC75, TIC110, and ATPase (Fig. S5B).

Together, our results were strongly supportive of a function of 13-LOX in selective envelope membrane destruction during plant senescence. To corroborate this conclusion, sedimentation analyses were conducted with chloroplasts bearing a catalytically inactive mutant form of 13-LOX (13-LOX-mut). As shown previously (22, 23), all plant 13-LOX isoforms contain highly conserved His and Asn residues, with H587, H592, H777, and N781 establishing the active site in the case of the barley 13-LOX studied here. Replacing H587, H592, H777, and N781 by Ala residues rendered the mature 13-LOX catalytically inactive and partly hampered its spontaneous membrane binding (Fig. S5). Chloroplast transit peptide-dependent binding of the 13-LOX mutant precursor to chloroplasts was unaffected, however (Fig. S5). Chloroplasts bearing the imported and processed mature mutant 13-LOX were intact and retained stromal proteins, such as RBCL and RBCS, in respective sedimentation analyses (Fig. 5C). These results proved the essential role of 13-LOX activity for selective plastid envelope destruction occurring during senescence.

Discussion

Role of 13-LOX During Plant Senescence. Leaf senescence is an active, highly regulated process that involves the disassembly of the photosynthetic apparatus and ends with the full dissolution of the chloroplast (1–3). The first steps of chloroplast breakdown involve the local destruction of the plastid envelope, leading to holes as exit sites for organic matter (16). In the present study, we asked whether a LOX-mediated mechanism could account for this effect in naturally senescing and artificially senescing, MeJA-treated barley plants. Database searches identified several plastid lipoygenases, of which the one encoded by At3g45140 in Arabidopsis is orthologous to the barley 13-LOX studied here. This 13-LOX accumulated in chloroplasts of both naturally senescing and artificially senescing, MeJA-treated plants and caused local membrane destruction and leakage of stromal constituents. Our data are similar to findings reported for mammalian 15-LOX, which programs selective membrane destruction and organelle fate in reticulocytes and presumably also in central fiber lens cells (17, 31). In contrast to these mammalian cells, which remain viable, although unable to divide and proliferate, leaf mesophyll cells undergo further destructions and finally die during the senescence program (1, 2).

Regulation of 13-LOX Function. How can the chloroplast 13-LOX identified in this work operate so specifically during the senescence process? Firstly, the expression of 13-LOX is confined to senescent plants. No 13-LOX protein was found in 7-d-old, freshly harvested plant tissues (Fig. 2, A and C). Leaf senescence and 15-LOX expression in Arabidopsis thaliana are regulated by the miR319-regulated clade of TCP (TEOSINTE BRANCHED/CYCLOIDEA/PCF) transcription factor genes (32). Similarly, expression of many genes during the differentiation of animal eye lens cells is under the control of miRNAs (33), and that of 13-LOX peaks shortly before organelle destruction (17), suggesting a cross-kingdom conservation of LOX pathway regulation to determine organelle fate.

Secondly, unique structural features of 13-LOX’s NH2 terminus appear to ensure the proper targeting to the chloroplast but not to other cell organelles. Once bound to the plastid envelope, 13-LOX was first imported into the chloroplast, then processed, and finally sorted out of the import channel, before 13-LOX became operational (Fig. 3 B and C). The CTP of 13-LOX hereby directed the precursor to the respective protein import machinery and prevented the unspecific access of the catalytic and PLAT domains to other membranes. Once imported into chloroplasts, the mature 13-LOX oxidized the membrane fatty acids α-LeA and LA and, presumably by virtue of this lipid modification, introduced holes in the plastid envelope (Fig. 3D) that permitted the release of plastoglobules and stromal proteins, such as the RuBisCo large and small subunits (RBCL and RBCS), to the cytosol. Both our microscopic studies (Fig. 1) and sedimentation analyses (Fig. 5) are consistent with this view and confirm and extend previous work by Sharma et al. (34) who, using transgenic expression, demonstrated a link between the occurrence of 13-LOX100 and senescence.

Substrate Recognition and Conversion by 13-LOX. A 3D structural modeling was performed for understanding 13-LOX’s obvious interaction with its physiological substrate, arachidonic acid (Fig. S6A). The model suggests that disodium arachidonate (Fig. S6B) is accommodated in a hydrophobic environment of the enzyme active site, where water molecules are excluded (Fig. S6C).

Fig. 4. Inhibition of 13-LOX activity by its in vitro expressed CTP. (A) Expression and reconstitution of pseudo full-length 13-LOX from Δ13-LOX and added CTP. Lane 1 shows pseudo full-length 13-LOX reconstituted from Δ13-LOX and the CTP, whereas lane 2 shows each component individually after detergent treatment. Lane 3 depicts the native full-length 13-LOX expressed from the cDNA, referred to as pLOX, and containing the covalently linked CTP, used as reference. (B) Activity measurements carried out for the reconstituted pseudo full-length 13-LOX (ΔLOX+CTP,100) (B, a), mature LOX lacking the CTP (ΔLOX) (B, b), and full-length native 13-LOX (pLOX) (B, c). Error bars refer to three independent experiments.

Fig. 5. Sedimentation analysis on chloroplasts containing imported 13-LOX (A and B) or 13-LOXmut bearing His/Asn-to-Ala substitutions at positions S587, S592, 777, and 781 (C). (A and C) Levels of the RuBisCo large subunit (RBCL) and RuBisCo small subunit (RBCS), the 52-kDa subunit of the ATPase, as well as TOC75 and TIC110 in the supernatant (Sup) and plastid pellets (Pel) obtained after plastid sedimentation, as assessed by Western blotting using specific antisera. (B) As in A but showing protein levels in the aqueous phase (AQU) and detergent phase (DET) after Triton X-114 partitioning of chloroplasts bearing imported 13-LOX.
capability for binding and attacking membrane-bound fatty acids. Given the high overall sequence similarity of barley 13-LOX to soybean lipoxygenase VLX-B, for which X-ray data have been obtained (23), such modeling was expected to provide insights into the catalytic mechanism of barley 13-LOX and how this may be affected by the CTP. Although there are a few areas of short insertion or deletion, most of those insertions and deletions are located in the exposed loop areas, and thus the overall 3D structure of barley 13-LOX (green in Fig. 6) was very similar to that of VLX-B (violet in Fig. 6). None of the corresponding amino acid substitutions in 13-LOX versus VLX-B produced any major high-energy van der Waals contacts. However, there is a heterogeneity among those lipoxygenases in the first ∼150 residues, which cover the CTP and a part of the NH2-terminal PLAT domain, and the corresponding region of 13-LOX is larger than any of those compared lipoxygenases (Fig. 6). A sequence alignment of the 13-LOX with the sequences of those lipoxygenases revealed several insertions and deletions, indicating that the PLAT domain of 13-LOX has different secondary structural features compared with other known lipoxygenases (Fig. 6). In particular, the side of the PLAT domain facing the substrate entrance site of 13-LOX is quite different compared with that of VLX-B (Fig. 6).

Similar to other lipoxygenases, 13-LOX uses nonheme iron for activity, as confirmed by our mutagenesis study. The five residues coordinating this nonheme iron are H587, H551, H595, H777, H704, H690, H781, V708, S694, and I936, which are conserved in 13-LOX, VLX-B, and LOX-1 (residue numbering refers to 13-LOX, with the corresponding numbers in VLX-B and LOX-1 given in superscript). Three residues of the second-coordination sphere (35) around the iron coordination sphere, Q509, Q495, and L842, are also conserved, which is known to promote a productive conformation of substrate (35–37). In addition, Q583, Q589, Q495, and I626, which are located near the Fe2+ site and C-14 and C-8 atoms of substrate such as LA, are conserved and superimposable with those of VLX-B and LOX-1. Likewise, most of the residues constituting the hydrophobic substrate-binding pocket, so-called subcavity IIa, are highly conserved among 13-LOX, VLX-B, and LOX-1. The internal cavity of known lipoxygenases is roughly composed of three branches: the extended pocket, O2 cavity, and entrance site. Among 11 residues constituting the extended pocket (A582, S549, S644, T750, T756, F645, F574, L557, A789, T755, G761, T791, D732, R774, P721, K397, T796, T723, T709, V835, D761, S747, L836, R838, T764, T759, L838, P766, I751), 6 residues are completely conserved and 4 are conservative changes; however, the corresponding residue of V835 (D761, S747) are polar amino acids in both VLX-B and LOX-1. Among the nine residues constituting the O2 cavity branch (O583, Q509, Q495, L842, I640, G646, W514, K300, A630, A556, A542, L634, L630, L546, L636, V560, S457, L434, L566, V576, V564, L424, L768, L754), six residues are completely conserved among 13-LOX, VLX-B, and LOX-1, and the remaining three are conservative changes. L634, L560, L546, I641, L567, S553, and L842, L768, L754, which have been proposed to have a guiding role for O2 access by blocking access to the C-9 of LA (38), are conserved and superimposable. In addition, A630, A556, A542 that are completely conserved among S-lipoxygenases and have been proposed to determine the stereochemistry of products, are conserved and superimposable (39, 40). As shown in Fig. 6, the substrate entrance site of our 13-LOX model has a comparable size to that of VLX-B. However, long insertion in the NH2 terminus and the noticeable structural difference in PLAT domain near the substrate entrance site may restrict (or regulate) the entry port for 13-LOX. In summary, the molecular model of 13-LOX based on the crystal structures of VLX-B, VLX-D, and LOX-1 shows that the subcavities of 13-LOX involved in substrate binding and O2 access are very similar to the subcavities of VLX-B, VLX-D, and LOX-1, supporting the similar enzymatic character among all of these lipoygenases in terms of positional specificity. Because of the presence of several unique structural motifs including long insertion in the PLAT domain, 13-LOX is obviously rendered capable of binding both membrane and free polysaturated fatty acids and converting them into their respective 13(S)-hydroperoxy products.

Biological Significance of the 13-LOX Pathway in Insect Deterrence and Microbial Defense. Pathway products of 13-LOX that accumulate in planta after release from the membrane comprise bioactive aldehydes and oxylipins (24, 41). Whereas volatile aldehydes are involved in direct and indirect defenses against herbivores (42–44), oxylipins, including JA, regulate defense gene activation and cell death in response to microbial pathogens (6, 41, 45). The whole array of 13-LOX pathway products permits the bearing relocation of carbon and nitrogen resources from source to sink tissues needed for optimal seed filling and thus is of pivotal importance for plant viability in the ecosystem.

Materials and Methods

Molecular Modeling. The homology model of 13-LOX was constructed using SWISS-MODEL (46). Soybean lipoxygenase-B (PDB ID 2IUJ) was used as the template, yielding a model with a global quality estimation score (GMQE) of 0.67.

Plant Materials. For studying natural senescence, 56-d-old barley plants (Hordeum vulgare L. Scarlett) were used that had been grown under continuous white light illumination provided by fluorescent bulbs (30 W/m2). For studying prematurely induced artificial senescence, primary leaves were cut from 7-d-old seedlings and floated on 45 μM aqueous solution of MeJA for appropriate periods.

Activity Measurements of 13-LOX. Activity measurements were conducted according to Vörös et al. (22), using n-propyl gallate (PG) as a LOX inhibitor (28). Identification and quantification of substrates and products of the 13-LOX reaction was done by HPLC and GC-MS (22, 26) (SI Text).

Chloroplast Binding and Import of 13-LOX. Binding and import assays were conducted as described, using Percoll-purified, energy-depleted barley chloroplasts and bacterially expressed, chemically pure [14S]Met-labeled 13-LOX and 13-LOX-ATP (47). Incubations were carried out either in the absence of Mg-ATP or in the presence of 0.1 mM Mg-ATP (used to study binding) or 2.5 mM Mg-ATP (used to study import). Binding was assessed as described by Friedman and Keegstra (27). After import, intact plastids were rapidly reisolated on sucrose/Percoll. Postimport protease treatment...
of plastids with thermolysin and extraction of membranes with sodium carbonate, pH 11, or 1 M NaCl were carried out according to Cline et al. (28). Plastid subfractionation into envelopes, stroma, and thylakoids was achieved according to Li et al. (48). For the experiment described in Fig. 5, plastids were pretreated with an excess of bacterially expressed and purified 13-LOX or mutant 13-LOX containing His/Asn-to-Ala substitutions at positions H587, H592, H777, and N781 for 2 h before further analysis. Phase partitioning with Triton X-114 was carried out according to Bordier (49).

Immunoblotting. Protein was extracted and run by denaturing or nondenaturing PAGE and blotted onto nitrocellulose membranes (50, 51). Western blotting was carried out with a specific antiserum raised against the bacterially expressed and purified barley 13-LOX (Fig. 53). For sedimentation assays used to explore the lytic activity of 13-LOX on isolated chloroplasts, antiserum against the large and small subunits of RuBisCo (RBCL and RBCS), the thylakoid ATPase 52-kDa subunit, as well as TOC75 and TIC110 were used. Protein detection was made using either an enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) system (Amersham) or an anti-rabbit, anti-goat alkaline phosphatase system.
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